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The Old and The New

• Jean Piaget

• Erik Erikson 

• Dan Siegel

• Frances Jensen

Jean Piaget Joan & Eric Ericson

Jean Piaget — Cognitive Development (how we learn and when)

Formal Operations — Starting to be able to understand complex 
concepts (two things can be true at the same time. (Algebra, Nice 
people can do dumb things)


Eric Ericson — Social/Emotional Development (how we relate to the world)

Identity vs. Role Confusion (trying on clothes, friends, music, lifestyle 
to see who we are in our values)



Dan Siegel       Frances Jensen
NOTE — Both of these identify adolescence/young adults  Brain development 
until age 25.


Brainstorm

The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Brain

The Teenage Brain:  

A Neuroscientist’s Survival Guide to Raising Adolescents and Young Adults

Four Teen Tasks

‣ to stand out

‣ to fit in ‣ to measure up

‣ to take hold

Five Questions

Who am I? 
What’s My Role in the World? 

Am I Normal? 
Am I Lovable? 

Am I Competent?

First two are for them to answer

The last three we answer “YES!”




Benefits & Challenges

ESSENCE of Adolescence
Dan Siegel

E-motional S-park 
S-ocial E-ngagement 
N-ovelty 
C-reative 
    E-xploration

These are also the ESSENCE of healthy ways of living throughout life.


ES:  Emotional Spark — Honor increased emotional intensity while creating 
meaning and vitality


SE:  Social engagement — These connections support our journeys through 
life with meaningful, mutually rewarding relationships.


N:  Novelty Seeking — Creating new experiences that  stimulate our senses, 
emotions, thinking, and bodies in new and challenging ways.


CE:  Creative exploration — Expand  consciousness to see world through a 

Novelty Seeking

Rewards inner motivation to try something new and feel life more fully 

which creates engagement in life.


what do I enjoy? what are my limits?

Upside — Being open to change and living passionately emerge.


Eventually can develop into a fascination for life and drive to design 
new ways of doing things.

Can develop a sense of adventure


Downside — Sensation seeking and risk taking overemphasize thrill (positive 
results) and downplay risk (negative results)


Social Engagement

Enhances peer connectedness and creates new friendships.


Upside:  Social Connection leads to creation of supportive relationships.  
These are the research proven best predictors of well-bing, longevity, and 
happiness throughout life.


Downside:  Can isolate teens from adults losing adult knowledge.  
Surrounded by inexperienced youth reasoning increases likelihood of risky 
behaviors.


To me this is why it’s so important to remain relevant in a teen’s life.



Emotional Spark/ 
Intensity  

Gives an enhanced vitality to life

Upside: Life can be filled with energy and a sense of drive that gives zest and 
exuberance to life.

Downside:  Intense emotion may rule the day, leading to 


• impulsivity

• Moodiness

• extreme reactivity

Creative Exploration

Allows new conceptual thinking and abstract reasoning.

Questions the status quo, use outside the box strategies


Create new ideas and emerging innovation

Upside:  Cultivated into adulthood allows for creatively exploring the spectrum 
of possible experiences which can lead to recognizing the ordinary as 
extraordinary.


Downside:  Search for meaning of life can lead to 

• crisis  of identity

• vulnerability to peer pressure


Brain Neuroplasticity
Frances Jensen TED MED 2010 toward at 11:20.  “another experiment going 
on in my own home” 

http://www.tedmed.com/talks/show?id=7079



Where we are

Peaceful Communications

Make Time

Listen Without Judgment

Acknowledge Feelings

Praise with Positive Encouragement

Support with Boundaries and Expectations

Where we need to be

Translating Teen

•You Don’t Trust Me 

•You’re Embarrassing Me 
•None of the other parents do that 
•Whatever 
•I don’t care 
•My teacher hates me 
•I hate you 

• You Don’t Trust Me  —  I want freedom to do things I’m not ready to 
handle.


• You’re Embarrassing Me  —  You’re not cool enough

• None of the other parents do that — You’re embarrassing me

• Whatever — You’re right but I can’t admit it OR I don’t care enough to 

bother.

• I don’t care —  My friends have gained significance.  What they think 

matters more to me right now.

• My teacher hates me — My teacher, my friend, my parent (whoever) 

didn’t respond the way I wanted them to and now I’m misjudging their 



What were you thinking?

What teens will never 
be able to answer

Can you answer it When you’ve done something reckless or stupid or 
embarrassing?

Que
stio

ns?

www.CenterForParentsAndTeens.com 

www.APCYF.org  

Arlington’s READY Coalition 
Follow us on Facebook


